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Let G be a graph. Let U be a spanning subgraph of G then U is a fixing sub- 
graph [1, 2] of G if every embedding of U into G can be extended to an auto- 
morphism of G. Two characterizations of fixing subgraphs of s-regular graphs 
are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a graph and U a spanning subgraph of G. Then U belongs to 
the set o~(G) of fixing subgraphs (see [1, 2]) of G if and only if the 
automorphism group A(U) of U is contained in A(G) and G contains 
exactly I A(G) [[{ A(U) [ subgraphs isomorphic to U. In [1] it was proved 
by construction that if G is a cage ([3)], and hence s-regular, then ~-(G) 
contains a forest. Fixing subgraphs of s-regular graphs in general appear 
to be very interesting and in Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper two char- 
acterizations of such subgraphs are given. The first of these character- 
izations was used implicitly in [I, p. 233]. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We assume all graphs G are finite and do not contain loops or digons. 
As usual let V(G), E(G), and A(G) be the sets of vertices, edges, and 
automorphisms, respectively, of G. If  a, b ~ V(G) and a is joined to b by an 
edge, then [a, b] is this edge. If U is a subgraph of G we write U _C G. 
U C G, V _C G are G-similar if there exists ~ ~ A(G) such that U~ = V. We 
write U ~- V rood(G). If H and K are isomorphic graphs we write H _~ K. 
Clearly G-similar subgraphs are isomorphic. 
An arc p in G is a sequence 
~o, ~:~, ~ ..... ~ ,  (k >~ 1), 
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where ~i ~ V(G), ~t # ~ when i =~ j and [~,  ~+i] ~ E(G), i ~ {0, 1, 2 ..... 
n -- 1}. The length ofp is k and we sayp is a k-arc in G. Let G(k) be the set 
of k-arcs in G. If  p ~ G(k) and c~ ~ A(G) then pa is the sequence {~0c~, 
~:1~ ..... ~ .  If  p, q ~ G(k) then we write p --= q mod(G(k)) if there exists 
a ~ A(G) such that pc~ = q. This is obviously an equivalence relation on 
G(k). Let co(G, k) (see Theorem 2) be the number of equivalence classes 
induced in G(k) by this relation. Before dealing with the next definition, 
we need the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let U and V be isomorphic graphs. Let f and g be iso- 
morphisms of U onto V and p ~ U(k), q ~ V(k). Then p f  ~ q mod(V(k)) 
iff pg ~ q mod(V(k)). 
Proof. Let pf~ q mod(V(k)). Then there exists c~ cA(V)  such that 
(pf )  a=q.  Now (pg)(g-~fc 0 =q and g-~fa~A(V).  Hence pg-~q 
mod(V(k)). 
DEFINITION 1. Let U and V be isomorphic graphs, and let p ~ U(k), 
q e V(k). Let f be an isomorphism from U onto V. Then p is similar to q 
relative to U and V if p f  ~ q mod(V(k)). We write p ~ q mod(U(k), V(k)) 
(or p ~ q rood(U, V) for short). 
Remarks. (i) By the proposition this definition is independent of the 
choice f fo r  the isomorphism of U onto V. 
(ii) I fp  ~ q mod(U, V), then q ~ p mod(V, U). 
(iii) I fp  ~ q mod(U, V), then there exists an isomorphismffrom U 
onto V such that pf  = q. This follows since if p ~ q rood(U, V) then, 
for any isomorphism g, pg ~- q mod(V(k)). Hence there exists ~ ~ A(V) 
such that (pg) c~ ~- q and f = g~ is the required isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G be a graph and U _C G. Let p c U(k). Let 
Se~(G, U, p) ---- { V : V _C G, V ~ U, p ~ V(k)} and let 5a2(G, U, p) ---- 
{V: V~ 5ax(G, U,p) ,p ~ p rood(U, V)}. We say [1, p. 233] p determines 
U in G if Sa~(G, U, p) ---- { U}. 
For all other definitions of concepts referred to in this paper, the reader 
should see [4]. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an s-regular graph. Let U be a spanning subgraph 
of G such that A(U) C_ A(G). Then: 
(i) i f  there exists an integer k such that 1 ~ k ~ s and a p c U(k) 
which determines U in G then U E ~(G);  
(ii) i f  U ~ ~(G)  then, for each p ~ U(s), p determines U in G. 
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Proof. (i) Let k be an integer such that 1 ~< k ~< s and suppose there 
exists a p ~ U(k) which determines U in G. Suppose V C G and V~_ U. 
Then clearly there exists q E V(k) such that q ~ p mod(V, U). We choose 
an isomorphismf(see the previous remark) of V onto U satisfying qf  = p. 
Since G is s-regular we may choose ~ ~ A(G) so that q~ = p. Let W ---- V~. 
Then W ~ U and p ~ W(k). Furthermore W(~-lf) ~ U. Hence ~-~f is 
an isomorphism of W onto U and p(~-if) = p. Therefore p ~ p mod(W, U), 
and hence p=--p rood(U, W). Therefore W~SC2(G, U,p). Therefore 
W = U since p determines U in G. Therefore V = U mod(G). Hence if 
V ~ U then V ~ Umod(G) for all V _C G. Therefore, since A(U) C_ A(G), 
G contains exactly ]A(G)I/I A(U)I subgraphs isomorphic to U and 
u ~ ~-(G). 
(ii) Let U ~ o~(G). Assuming U(s)-~ ~ let p ~ U(s). Let 
V~ 6~(G, U,p). Then p ~p mod(U, V). However, since V~ U and 
U ~ o~(G), U ~ V mod(G). Therefore, there exists ~ ~ A(G) such that 
Us = V. In particular o~ is an isomorphism of U onto V, and since 
p ~p mod(U, V) it follows immediately from the definition that 
po~ =--p mod(V(k)). Hence there exists 3 ~ A(V) such that (p~) 3 = P. 
Now o~-~A(U) ~ C_ A(V), andtherefore o~TIA(U) ~= A(V). Furthermore, 
since by assumption A(U) C A(G), A(V) = o~-IA(U) o~ C_ A(G). Therefore 
fl E A(G). Therefore ~fl ~ A(G). Therefore, since G is s-regular and 
p(~fl) ----p, ~fl = 1. Therefore V---- V/3 ---- (W~)/3 = W(~/3) = U. There- 
fore Se2(G, U, p) = {U}. Therefore p determines U in G. 
Remark. To prove Theorem 1 ( i )we merely required G to be 
s-transitive. 
Notation for Theorem 2. Let G be a graph and U _C G. Let p ~ U(k) 
and let co(G, U,p)= I SP~(G, U,p)[.  Obviously if G is s-regular and 
1 ~ k ~< s then co(G, U, p) is independent of the choice of p c U(k). In 
this case we write co(G, U, k) for co(G, U, p). 
THEOREM 2. Let G bean s-regular graph. Let U be a spanning subgraph 
of G such that U(s) ~ ~ and A(U) C_ A(G). Then U ~ ~(G)  iff co(U, s) ~- 
co(G, U, s). 
Proof. Let A(U) C A(G). Then, since G is s-regular, I G(s)] = I A(G)I . 
Since G is s-regular the number of subgraphs isomorphic to U and con- 
tained in G is equal to 
E 
~JeG(s) 
co(G, u, p)/r U(s)l = co(G, u, s)[ G(s)l/l U(s)r 
= re(G, U, s)[ A(G)I/] U(s)r. 
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Each element of A(U) induces a permutation of the elements of U(s). 
Let A*(U) be the set of such permutations. Then, since G is s-regular and 
A(U) C_ A(G), I A(u)r = I A~(U)I. Let I( g), g E A~(U), be the number of 
elements of U(s) fixed by g. Then, again since G is s-regular and 
A(U) C_A(G), we have I (1 )= J U(s)l and l (g )=0,  g v a 1. Also, by 
Burnside's lemma, 
~(u, s) = ~ I(g)/I A~(u)I 
gEAS(U) 
= I U(s)l/I A(u)I. 
(2) 
Let U~(G) .  Then G contains exactly I A(G)I/IA(U)I subgraphs 
isomorphic to U. Hence, from (1) and (2), oJ(G, U, s) = ~o(U, s). Con- 
versely let o~(G, U, s) = oJ(U, s), then from (1) and (2), G contains exactly 
] A(G)I/J A(U)] subgraphs isomorphic to U and hence U ~ ~(G).  
COROLLARY. Let G be an s-regular graph. Let U be a spanning subgraph 
of G such that U(s) J= ;~. Then: (i) if A(U) = 1, U ~ ~(G) iff ~(G, U, s) ~- 
I U(s)l ; (ii) i fA(U) -- A(G), U ~ ~(G)  iffo~(G, U, s) = 1. 
Proof When A(U)= 1, co(U,s)= I U(s)l. When A(U) - -  A(G), 
since G is s-regular, oJ(U, s) - 1. 
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